
  



Art Show | Fou Gallery Presents Falling
Petals, Standing Roses, a Solo Show by
Artist Saba Farhoudnia
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(New York—March 9, 2024) Fou Gallery is delighted to introduce “Falling

Petals, Standing Roses,” a solo exhibition of Saba Farhoudnia’s most

recent artworks this spring. Originating from Tehran and now �ourishing

in New York, Farhoudnia’s life journey mirrors the expansive scope and

profound depth of her paintings. Amidst a world teeming with

complexity, her art o�ers a sanctuary where the nuances of the human

condition—its drama, its beauty, its challenges, and its humor—are

explored and embraced.

Farhoudnia’s artistic process is a testament to her unique ability to blend

disciplines, harmonizing drawing, painting, language, and verse into a

cohesive visual language. Her technique is characterized by a rich

tapestry of brushstrokes, geometric forms, calligraphy, and gestural

marks. This meticulous approach not only brings her subjects to life but

also imbues her canvases with a dynamic energy that captures the

viewer’s imagination. Each piece serves as a portal into Farhoudnia’s
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contemplation on humanity’s precarious existence, navigating through

an unstable present toward an indeterminate future.

Saba Farhoudnia, Her Bridge to the Blue Rose, 2024. Acrylic on canvas, 42 x 26 inches ©Saba

Farhoudnia, courtesy of Fou Gallery

The artist’s engagement with themes such as climate change, feminism,

and the reverence for nature is profound. She artfully employs both

animal and human �gures to probe into these subjects, using her canvas

as a space for inquiry and re�ection. Farhoudnia’s distinctive painting

techniques—ranging from the delicate art of pouring to the intentional

use of washing and nuanced brushwork—create a vivid sense of motion

and emotion. These methods do not merely showcase her skill; they

enhance the depth and complexity of her thematic exploration, inviting

the audience into a deeper engagement with her work.



Farhoudnia’s philosophy, encapsulated in her poignant statement, “With

each fallen petal, another rose will bloom. This is our battle�eld. This is

our Eden,” reveals the dual nature of her artistic vision. Through “Falling

Petals, Standing Roses,” she navigates the dualities of existence,

crafting a narrative that oscillates between con�ict and tranquility,

despair and hope. The exhibition is designed to evoke the liminal space

between dreams and reality, where the ephemeral beauty of life is

captured in its most vivid form.

Saba Farhoudnia, Flying from the Sanchi, 2022. Acrylic on canvas, 48 x 64 inches ©Saba

Farhoudnia, courtesy of Fou Gallery

Her paintings transcend mere representation; they are a call to dialogue,

an invitation to question, and a prompt for empathy. Through her art,

Farhoudnia communicates a message of resilience, re�ecting the

spectrum of human experience from triumphs to trials. Delving deeper

into Farhoudnia’s painting techniques reveals a meticulous layering

process, where colors blend and textures intersect to form intricate

visual narratives. Her adept use of light and shadow, combined with the

strategic placement of forms, creates a depth that draws the viewer into

each scene. The attention to detail in every brushstroke and the

thoughtful composition of elements underscore Farhoudnia’s dedication

to her craft and her message.

“Falling Petals, Standing Roses” celebrates the power of art to articulate

profound truths, to illuminate the overlooked, and to honor the

indomitable spirit that de�nes humanity. Experiencing the enchanting

world of Saba Farhoudnia, the beauty of life’s �eeting moments is forever

captured and the dialogue between art and viewer opens new pathways

for understanding and connection. 



Saba Farhoudnia, Where Do I Begin, 2024. Acrylic on canvas, 16 x 20 inches ©Saba Farhoudnia,

courtesy of Fou Gallery

Exhibition Dates

March 9 – May 25, 2024

Opening Reception
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Curator

Lynn Hai

Venue
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Brooklyn, New York, NY 11221

Press Inquiries
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Sales Inquiries
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For more information, please visit:

https://www.fougallery.com/exhibitions#/saba-farhoudnia-falling-petals-

standing-roses
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About Artist

Saba Farhoudnia in her studio. Photo by Mercedes Jelinek ©Saba Farhoudnia, courtesy of Fou

Gallery

Saba Farhoudnia (b. 1987, Tehran, Iran)  (b. 1987, Tehran, Iran) honed

her skills by earning B.F.A. and M.A. from the University of Science and

Culture in Tehran, Iran. Saba also received a second M.F.A. from the

Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore. She is an alumna of the

Artist In the Marketplace fellowship program at the Bronx Museum of the

Arts (New York, 2020), an awardee of the Queens Arts Fund Grant (New

York, 2022) and an Artist in Residence at the Fashion Institute Technology

of Art (New York, 2023). Saba’s work has been seen worldwide, including

Bronx Museum (New York, 2024), Jamaica Center for Arts and Learning

(New York, 2022), Dominico-American Cultural Institute (Santo Domingo,

Dominican Republic, 2015), Reza Abbasi Museum (Tehran, Iran, 2002).

About Curator



Lynn Hai at Fou Gallery ©Lynn Hai, photo be Echo He

Lynn Hai currently serves as a partner and the Artistic Director at Fou

Gallery. She is responsible for leading and designing the artistic and

visual style of Fou Gallery, as well as curating exhibitions for artists

represented. Her selected curatorial and design experiences include: the

group exhibition “Interest in Humanity—Portraits of Yesterday and

Today”, spanning 80 years of modern and contemporary portrait art (Fou

Gallery, New York, 2023); Highlights of November on PLATFORM, an

online art platform by David Zwirner Gallery (New York, 2022); “Together

In Distance”, an online bene�t art auction for COVID-19 relief (New York,

2020); “Dwelling At the Present”, an Interior Design Exhibition and Forum

(Harvard Club, New York, 2019); “Flow Fields – Dilution” at the 2013

Lisbon Triennale (Sinel de Cordes Palace, Lisbon, 2013); among others.

She has also been invited to give lectures and participate in panel

discussions at academic institutions, including University of London, and

Columbia University. Her writings have been published in art periodicals

such as ArtChina, CAFA Artinfo, Tussle Magazine, ArtPulse, and others. She

graduated from the Architectural Association in London in 2014 and

earned her Master’s in Design Studies from Harvard University in 2017.

About Gallery

FOU GALLERY is an apartment gallery and creative lab based in New

York. Fou is dedicated to promoting creative talents and projects of our

time. As suggested by its name, Fou is both a denial of the mainstream

commercial gallery model and an active contributor to a new, organic art

community. With the belief that the enjoyment of art is an essential part

of everyday life, Fou o�ers a vibrant, inspirational selection of original

works in art and design, and hosts various events to create a diverse and

accessible art space.

(text & photo courtesy of FOU GALLERY)


